
Archive of Memories of Alan Hodgdon
This is an archive of the web site Memories of Alan Hodgdon, which was at alan.jhodgdon.com from 2019 to 2022 to 
record memories, in stories and photos, of Alan Hodgdon. Many friends and family members contributed stories and 
photos, and they were compiled and lightly edited by his daughter, Jennifer Hodgdon (who also compiled this archive). 

This archive is mostly in the order that the stories were submitted, earliest first, and includes the comments that were 
posted on the web site. There were a few changes:

• I combined two posts of Alan’s climbing photos into one chapter in this Archive.

• A few posts from early on that I made were later incorporated into the “English According to Al” page on the site, 
which is the first section of this archive. The original posts have been omitted from this archive.
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English According to Al

The Official Guide to Consolidated English and Other Unique Conventions

From Gwen Pentecost, with help from Jennifer Hodgdon, Alice Hodgdon, and Zach Carter
Last updated on March 9, 2001
Tags: Sense of Humor, Stories

Introduction
As many of you know, Al developed a singular way of speaking known as Consolidated English. For whatever reason, 
certain people regarded it as neither consolidated nor even English, including Alice. (Right, Alice?) They might have even
regarded it as illogical, inefficient and a personal burden to suffer through. Nevertheless, we have compiled this document
for your benefit. With diligent study, you can:

• Become familiar with its graceful syntax and elegance
• Marvel at the consistent logic behind its structure and concepts
• Incorporate the vocabulary into your every-day communications

Al also claimed that Consolidated English, because it was so logical, would be much easier than English for immigrants to
learn, and he had plans to further consolidate the language until there was just one word that could be used for everything 
(hence the term “consolidated”). In the meantime, we are left with his partially consolidated English.

The adjective for people who speak using Consolidated English is “consolidated”. The verb for learning Consolidated 
English is “consolidate”. Examples: Have you been consolidated yet? Alice is not consolidated.

Origins of Consolidated English
Many of Jennifer’s childhood memories include early forms of Consolidated English, but it may have started much earlier
(at least in regards to the term “World Serious”):

Your dad first used that term in his teens after reading a short story by Ring 
Lardner. A character in the story talked about the “World Serious.” Lardner was 
also a sports writer. He thought his colleagues were too caught up in major league 
baseball (yes, took it too seriously), so he sarcastically referred to the World series 
as the “World Serious.” Could Ring Lardner have been your dad’s muse, the 
driving force (or should I say “driving farce”) behind Consolidated English? 

Tony Hodgdon (Al’s brother) sent this recollection to Jennifer

About this guide
The guide is divided into categories. Some entries fall under more than one category. Unfamiliar pronunciations are 
spelled phonetically. The guide does not claim to be comprehensive and will be updated if additional terms emerge.

Really about this guide
Some may have thought of Al as mostly serious and no-nonsense. Consolidated English illustrates his ability at light-
hearted silliness, delivered with a straight face. We had many laughs over many years about its usage, especially when a 
word would pop out in public by mistake. Composing this guide brought many happy memories and good times to mind.



Category #1: Emphasis
You can emphasize any word by adding a P to the end. Here are some common examples:

English Consolidated English / Pronunciation

belay belayp

car carp

flower flarp

go gope

hello hellope

library lipe-brary

moon moonp

ok kayp

pee peep

rope rope (already emphasized)

shower sharp

ski skeep

spoon spoonp

squirrel squirrelp

snarl (rope, traffic) snarlp

stop stop (already emphasized)

store storp

storm stormp

sun sump

sunny sumpy

tea teap

umbrella ump-ber-rella

warm warmp

windy wimpy

Category #2: Animals

English Consolidated English / Pronunciation

antelope can-tell-o-pea animal (some remember it as Cantelope Animal; see also category 6, proper names)

bee beep insect

bird parrot

buffalo bue-fallow

chipmunk chipmonkey

clam clamp animal

corgi corkey dog

dog doj (with long O sound, as in boat)

donkey ear horse

duck dog bird

eagle equal bird

fly flipe insect

frog froj (with long O sound, as in boat)

giraffe neck horse



goat go-at

gold finch gold pinch

goose grease bird

hummingbird mini micro humming parrot

large bird macro parrot

lizard blizzard animal

llama stilt sheep

merganzer organizer bird

mosquito mosquito biter

pigeon piggy-on

rabbit rapid animal

robin bull robin

small bird micro parrot

swan swamp animal

tanager teenager bird

zebra prison horse

Category #3a: Foods – Edible

English Consolidated English / Pronunciation

almond hammond fruity

avocado: whole, half whole cado, half-a-cado

banana piranha fruity

cabbage cribbage

cantelope can-tell-o-pea

celery celtery

cherry chariot

chile + ramen chilean ramen

cookie gookie

crackers Caracas animals

cranberry crampberry

English muffin English muffler

grape grape fruit

grapefruit superlemon

gravy garvey

honey humpty

ice icky

onion hunyon fruitie

orange hornch

parmesan farmer John (see story below ** in this section)

peppermint vapor mint

pesto presto

raisin dried grape fruit

rice rick-ee

spice spick-ee

squash squish



syrup swy-rup

toast toe-ast

vinegar vinegar eel
** There’s a story about Farmer John cheese: Al, Gwen, and Bob stopped at a Subway on a road trip to get a sandwich. 
When they got to the toppings section, Al said he’d have some “Farmer John” cheese. The server gave him a weird look, 
but obliged with a sprinkle of Parmesan. When he turned to Bob, he said “I’ll have the same”, and Al and Gwen never let 
Bob forget that he’d inadvertently ordered Farmer John cheese.

Category #3b: Foods – Inedible (and legal implications)
It is common knowledge that eggs and asparagus are poisonous. Indeed, the US legislature had been debating the Ee-jus 
As-per-ee-jus Egregious Ominous Omnibus Crime Bill.

The FBI has been closely monitoring anyone seen with eggs or asparagus. In fact, anyone in possession of eggs could 
expect a visit by the FBI demanding to see their egg license.

In addition… The following foods are all considered to be “jigglers” (originally, foods that jiggled; came to mean 
anything Al didn’t like to eat):

• asparagus (pronunced: as-per-ee-jus)
• eggs (ee-jus)
• jello
• goat cheese
• hummus
• mayonnaise
• noodles (nodules)
• oatmeal (oakmeal)
• pasta
• pesto
• pudding
• tofu
• yogurt

Category #4: Describing the weather, with room for improvisation

English Consolidated English / Pronunciation

clear day sunny day day

shadow from a cloud partly sunny day day cloud shade

clear night sunny day night

shadow from the moon at night partly sunny day night cloud shade

shadow in forest sunny day day tree shade

cloudy day cloudy day day

cloudy night cloudy day night

rain cloudy day day rain

heavy rain that will probably last all day clearing shower

cooling off cooling on

warming up warming on

getting hot warmping on

snow flurries snow furies



Category #5: Colors
All colors begin with “grape-colored”. Note that “grape” is also the emphasized form of “gray”. Examples:

English Consolidated English / Pronunciation

red grape-colored red

blue grape-colored blue

green grape-colored green

yellow grape-colored yellow

gray grape-colored gray

Category #6: Proper Names
There is some overlap between this category and the categories above, but we thought grouping all the proper names 
(places, businesses, trademarked words, etc.) together might be illuminating.

English Consolidated English / Pronunciation

Antelope Street (Las Vegas) An-tell-o-pea (see also category 2, animals)

Baltimore Street (where Alice lives) Ball-tim-er-ee

Church of the Nazarene Church of the Nectarine

Conoco Comical

Ford Taurus Ford Terrorist

Home Depot Home Despot

Madras (town in Oregon) Mattress

Maple/Walnut exit off I-90 Ice Cream Exit

Orion (constellation) O’Brian

Reaney Park (in Pullman) Rainy Day Day and Night Park (see also category 4, weather)

Safeway Safetyway

Seventh Day Adventist Seventh Day Adventurist

Sprague (town in Washington) Spray-goo-ee

Tevas (see category 7c, section about Tevas)

Triscuit Try-skew-it

Wabash Ave (where Jennifer lives) Rubbish

World Series World Serious (see also the Origins section near top of page)

Category #7a: Miscellaneous words — Pronunciation
These are words that could be written as normal, but with the letters pronounced in a unique way, that don’t fit into any of 
the other categories.

English Consolidated English / Pronunciation

bite bitty

bug buge (rhymes with huge)

coaster co-aster

dressed dress-ed

elaborate ela-bore-at

fog foj (with long O sound as in boat)

foggy foe-gee

gasoline gas-er-lean



ghost gee-host

groceries gr-oss-eries (first part rhymes with cross)

knee kay-nee

knife kaniffee

log loj (with long O sound as in boat)

mild mill-dee

mystery my-steer-ee

mug muge (rhymes with huge)

obstacle ob-sta-cull-ee

plate pla-tee

plug pluge (rhymes with huge)

puzzle pew-zuh-lee

rag rage

rags rage-us

recipe ree-cipe (note: there is some question about whether this was actually one of Al’s words?)

road row-ad

rug ruge (rhymes with huge)

sink sin-nick

sponge spon-geeee

struggle strue-jell-ee

sweater swee-atter

time timmy

twigs twee-jus (rhymes with ee-jus, see category 3b: foods, inedible)

Category #7b: Miscellaneous words — Larger changes
These are words that also don’t fit into any of the other categories, but whose pronunciation would require you to add or 
remove letters in the words.

English Consolidated English / Pronunciation

afghan african

apple core apple corpse

canoe attachments for roof rack canoe-dads

cheese slicer cheese deflavorizer

crabapple crapapple

down comforter down uncomfortable (too warm)

duffel bag stuffle bag

futon fruton

garbage grabbage

golf clubs golf bats

gone gone and went

good job job

hostas hostile plants

iris Irish

juniper jupiter

kinnikinnick knack-knack

lost losted



petunia petunio

pizzaria pizza-rear

primroses primp roses

pruning shears snippits

quite a few quite a many

sagebrush stagebrush

sandals toe stubblers (see also category 7c, section about Tevas)

slippery slickery

snoring sleep snorting

socks sockies

suitcase suitcrease

sunglasses stunt glasses

toaster toe-asted bread toe-aster

tendency trendency

underpants thunderpants

vest investment (see also category 8, section about cats)

visor advisor

windshield window shield

yoga yogurt

Zach’s fancy coffeemaker R2D3

Category #7c: Miscellaneous words — Word groups
These are words whose logic is best understood when grouped together.

English Consolidated English / Pronunciation

pillow pie-low

pillow case pie-low crease

leg leej

foot leej hand

ankle leej leej hand angle

toe leej hand finger

brushing your teeth tooth brushing laundry

toothpaste tooth washing laundry detergent

washing dishes dish washing laundry

dish soap dish washing laundry detergent

laundry soap clothes washing laundry detergent

horizontal horizontal

vertical vertizontal

substantial superstantial

normal stantial

sub-normal substantial

funnel funnel

colander funnel (any kitchen gadget with holes to put food or liquids through is a funnel)

cheese grater cheese funnel



Teva sandals Steven shoes, or just Stevens for short

generic Teva-like sandals fake Steven Stevens

Teva flip-flops Steven fake Stevens

generic flip-flops fake Steven fake Stevens

Category #8: Unique Conventions
Universal Time Standard

Al’s wristwatch was the “time standard timepiece” because his watch served as the Time Standard for the entire world. 
Greenwich had to frequently consult with him because the atomic click was too inaccurate.

He was willing to designate someone in each state who could act as a representative; their official title would be 
“Substandard.” For some reason, not many people volunteered for the position.

When asked the time, Al was astute enough to recognize that any reply would be inherently imprecise, so had to append 
the phrase, “but not anymore.” Example: 10:25:43 but not anymore.

For non-exact time descriptions, “approximately” meant within 10 seconds of the time standard time, and “about” meant 
within 1 minute. “Putrid time” was more than one minute off.

Al would sometimes wait for a particularly interesting time to arrive, and then announce he was about to “standardize” 
everyone, such as at 11:11:11

Descriptions of Cats

The color of cats is based on their most distinctive feature. Their typical color or markings, such as tabby, tortoiseshell, are
irrelevant. Here are some examples.

• Cat with white feet: foot cat, white cat, or white foot cat
• Cat with white chest: white investment cat
• Cat with white ears: ear cat, white cat, or white ear cat
• Cat with white nose: nose cat, white cat, or white nose cat

Tea

If you want to make good, also known as “American”, tea you need to totally empty out the kettle, start with fresh cold 
water from the tap, bring it to a full boil, and pour it as quickly as possible over the teabag. Steep for 3.2 minutes, then dip
the teabag in the tea 21 times. (However the tea frequently steeped for over 4 minutes. We cannot explain this 
discrepancy.)

If you use a microwave to heat the water, you get really bad “Chinese” tea.

If you start with water that was in the pot from previous tea making, you get mediocre “Canadian” tea.

If you start with tap water that was warm or hot, you get mediocre “British” tea.

Favorite Number

Al’s favorite number was 3.2, or sometimes .32 or 32. For example, he might say that American tea was 3.2 times better 
than Chinese tea.



Official Mosquito Sightings

Being an avid outdoorsman, Al was frequently in places where most people would say there were mosquitos. However, he
would always dispute this fact, due to there not having been an Official Mosquito Sighting. The problem was that in order 
to have an Official Mosquito Sighting, a certain number of people would need to see the mosquito alive, then kill it, then 
see it dead, and definitively identify it as a mosquito both alive and dead. The catch: the number of people required was 
always one more than the number of people present.

Carnivorous Horses

Al always claimed that horses were dangerous, carnivorous animals. If you got too close they would definitely bite you, 
unless you threw them some hamburger to keep them occupied. (That said, you can see a photo of Al riding a horse on 
Jennifer’s post about overseas travel.)

Miscellaneous things requiring a little explanation

• When you finish something, which could be something ordinary (like brushing your teeth), it has been 
“incredibled”.

• A parking spot next to the cart rack return at the grocery store, no matter how far from the door, is a “super-
premium parking spot”.

• Al always ridiculed people using the phrase “scientific fact”, because there is no such thing in science (only 
observations and hypotheses).

• Response when someone questions the wisdom of Consolidated English or perhaps an outrageous statement from 
Al: “Don’t you know anything?” This was most satisfying if you could surprise Al by saying it to him at an 
appropriate time, with a smile.

5 thoughts on Jennifer’s original “Consolidated English” post
1. Gwen Pentecost says: 

October 17, 2019 at 12:42 pm

Jennifer, Diane suggested we compile a Dictionary of Consolidated English.
 Gwen🙂

2. Jennifer says: 
October 17, 2019 at 1:49 pm 

That is an excellent idea! I nominate you to do it Gwen. 🙂
–Jennifer

3. Carla Wesson says: 
October 25, 2019 at 9:58 am

So funny! I am enjoying ALL the photos and stories.

4. Steve Smith says: 
October 26, 2019 at 6:56 pm

When I was camping with Al once he abruptly pointed at the sky and announced, “Look at the MOONP!” 
(emphasis on moon since it was a full moon that night)

5. Dave Hampson says: 
November 2, 2019 at 6:06 am

I remember Al’s descriptions of things were often quite unique. If a black cat had a tiny white patch– it was a 
white cat. He would often describe things by the one thing that would stand out, which makes a certain kind of 
sense.



Photos from Jennifer
From Jennifer Hodgdon
Posted on October 1, 2019
Tags: Canoeing, Climbing, Hiking, Photos 

Alan, Alice, Zach, and Paul hiking near Bend, OR in November 2017



Alan climbing in Post Falls, ID, October 2014



Alan and Jennifer hiking at Palouse Falls, WA, January 2015



Alan and Gwen canoeing in Glacier National Park, September 2016 



Photos from Tony
From Tony Hodgdon, Alan’s brother
Posted on October 7, 2019
Tags: Photos

These are photos of Alan, Gwen, Alice, Jennifer, Tony, Tony’s wife Trudy, Alan and Tony’s sister Ariel, and Ariel’s 
husband Alan Parent, all taken in Maine and New Hampshire.

Trudy, Alan, and Gwen at Pemaquid Point Lighthouse, Maine, August 2018



Alan, Tony, Trudy, and Gwen, East Grand Lake, Weston, Maine, August 2016



Alan and Gwen, East Grand Lake, August 2016



Gwen, Tony, and Alan, August 2014



Alan, Gwen, and Trudy, at the cottage in Bayville, Maine, September 2012



Alan, Ariel, Trudy, East Grand Lake, September 2007



Tony, Ariel, and Alan at Ariel’s house in Nottingham, New Hampshire, September 2006



Alan, Alice, and Tony at Ariel’s house, September 2000



Alan Parent, Alan Hodgdon, and Jennifer, Bayville, August 1982. Alan H is wearing a 1982 t-shirt from 
running the approximately 12km Bloomsday race in Spokane, WA



Ariel, Tony, and Alan, Bayville, 1955

 

One thought on “Photos from Tony” 
1. Alice Hodgdon says: 

October 26, 2019 at 7:51 pm 

Great pics, Tony. Thanks! Many of us knew intimately the Pacific NW side of Dad with all his adventures but 
Maine and New Hampshire also had a special place in his heart and then there was sailing…



Photos from Gwen
From Gwen Pentecost
Posted on October 7, 2019
Tags Canoeing, Climbing, Hiking, Photos

Alan and Gwen at Portland Sea Dogs stadium, 2018



 
Alan and Gwen canoeing on the Green River in Utah, 2016



Alan sailing with Alina and Gwen near Boothbay Harbor, Maine, 2018



Alan climbing at Spring Mountain, Oregon, in 2006



Alan climbing at Red Rocks, Nevada, 2008



Alan at Mt. Hood, Oregon, 2007



Alan at Hell’s Canyon, Idaho, 2009



Alan canoeing in Glacier National Park, 2013



 Al and Ruby working on a Sudoku, 2015 

2 thoughts on “Photos from Gwen” 
1. Beth Artner says: 

October 14, 2019 at 10:45 pm 

This last picture of Alan canoeing in Glacier Park shows the sparkle in his smile. He is in his element when he 
was on the water or climbing.

2. Carla Wesson says: 
October 25, 2019 at 9:46 am 

Gwen, these are wonderful photos that reveal Al’s love of all adventures in the out-of-doors. He was a great role 
model in that he was always up for any kind of such adventures.



Alan’s 60th, Alpine Club, Etc.
From Patrick Cruver
Posted on October 7, 2019
Tags: Sense of Humor, Stories

I never got to actually “rope up” with Al, I think, but as one gets older one is less certain about the accuracy of their 
memory concerning occurrences in one’s past. I met Al and Gwen through the WSU Alpine Club. The Club really wasn’t 
too formal: obviously I, and Al and Gwen probably wouldn’t have been involved if it was.

I am, or was, a climber— from the mid-70’s. I never asked Al or Gwen when they started roping up in the mountains or 
for rock faces, but I could tell they had been around. We used to help out at some of the WSU Alpine Club outdoor 
activities, whether it would be belaying new climbers up rock climbs down on the Snake River or up at Minnehaha on the 
Spokane River, or glacier climbing practice on the north side of Mt. Hood in Oregon, etc. It wasn’t all climbing. I 
remember one winter trip up to Lolo Pass in northern Oregon where the Club slept in a wood-fired heated cabin and spent 
the next day cross country skiing at Lolo Pass and chilling out at Jerry Johnson Hot Springs later in the day.

Some climbers have senses of humor that are….not mainstream 100% of the time. I am not sure why that is, but it is true, 
and one can be exposed to this at end of the day over campfires or at climber parties…. including birthday parties. 
Sometimes it is called “telling lies.” When Al turned 60 there was a party at his and Gwen’s house. Lots of pizza and beer. 
At times I have a strange sense of humor, and was tiptoeing upwards in age myself, so in honor of Al’s birthday I bought 
him a package of Depends (senior’s diapers) for a birthday present and wrapped it up real nice. We all were standing 
around in their kitchen, beers in hand, when Al unwrapped the package and card I brought for him. When Al got the 
package open, he looked at the diapers, gazed calmly across the kitchen at me, and said, “You’re an asshole!” There was a
silence in the group standing around leaning against the counters, until they all realized what he had in his hand–then the 
place erupted.

Lately, I haven’t been climbing much. Injuries, moving to 20 acres in North Idaho and being too busy building stuff and 
taking care of woods and pastures has kind of put the damper on it. My wife and I still keep a house in Pullman, about 3 
blocks from Al and Gwen’s. When we were there I used to meet Al on the street once in a while and always asked how he 
was doing and maybe we could actually get together and he could introduce me to the Red Rocks climbing area down by 
Las Vegas (one of his favorite places to climb) or something…. but folks just get busy, y’know, and it never happened. 
I’m going to miss him.



Memories from Cheri
From Cheri Lenhart
Posted on October 10, 2019
Tags: Climbing, Cross-Country Skiing, Hiking, Photos, Sense of Humor, Stories 

My memories of Al include many outdoor adventures…. This could be hiking (one example is early winter I believe in 
The Blues). Cross country skiing not only on Mount Spokane but at a group gathering at Anthony Lakes. I also did go 
rock climbing with Gwen and Al in The Blues between LaGrande and Pendleton. I remember Al expressing his affection 
for Gwen in subtle ways, and the “New Language” that he was in the process of creating..in particular Eeg Es (pardon my 
spelling) and Jigglers. It always kept me on my toes when in conversation with Al. I always remember Al with his nose in 
a book…I wonder if he read everything that was available in Pullman Library? And his fondness for it seemed, only PBR. 
Thank you for those memories Al and Gwen.

Warming hut at top of Puffer Butte, Fields Spring State Park, WA



 

AirBnB near Anthony Lakes, OR 



Learning to Cross-County Ski
From Heather Weitzel, Alan’s neice
Posted on October 11, 2019
Tags: Cross-Country Skiing, Stories, Teaching

After moving to Spokane from Southern California, we were lovingly welcomed by aunt Betsy, whom we didn’t know 
well because distance kept us so far apart. Moving from California to Spokane was a very hard transition for me and my 
sister. Uncle Alan and aunt Betsy periodically would take us hiking and show us around. We had the opportunity to learn 
how to cross country ski with them. That is when I was able to get to know uncle Alan a little. I think I had met him 
before but was younger, and memories of him then are vague.

After teaching us to ski he left my sister and me with Jennifer and went out on a very difficult trail. At his age he was in 
better shape than I was. He was so full of life. He was patient and kind. And he cared so much about people. When we 
drove home my sister and I listened to him talk about a genetically modified rice for third world countries. He let us know
this rice would have more nutrients in it, and that it would be resistant to blights, bringing better health to the people, 
especially the children there. Even though I did not get many opportunities to spend with uncle Alan he had a big 
influence on me and my sister. I would’ve loved more time with him.

He has left behind him two brilliant daughters that have the same heart that he had. They both care so much about people. 
Anytime I need anything, both Alice and Jennifer have been a source of help and comfort.

I am so blessed to have you both in my life. I love you!

Sunday Morning Song
From Tom Vogelman and Mary Neighbours
Posted on October 11, 2019
Tags: Audio, Climbin, Sense of Humor

When camping and climbing with Alan and his family, this song was always sung as the “Sunday Morning Devotionals” 
first thing Sunday morning, but could also happily be sung any day of the week. Tom has also taught this song to every 5-
year-old who would listen over the last 40 years.

Link to audio recording of Tom and Mary singing “My Name is Jesus”

[Note from Jennifer: Tom and Mary taught Alice and me a lot of off-color songs on our many trips together, most of 
which I still remember. This is apparently one that originated from Dad.]

https://jhodgdon.com/sites/default/files/dad/my_name_song.mp3


Photo from Paul
From Paul Carew, Alice’s partner
Posted on October 14, 2019
Tags: Climbing, Photos 

Heaven”: Al, belaying on “Moscow” at Smith Rock State Park, Oregon, May 2010



3 thoughts on “Photo from Paul” 
1. Beth Artner says: 

October 14, 2019 at 3:51 pm 

He always looked so calm when he was climbing. I think that is why I felt safe climbing with him. I knew he was 
always focused belaying me. I will so miss climbing with him.

1. Paul says: 
October 15, 2019 at 10:11 am 

Hi Beth,

Yes indeed! He was the rock we all depended on for so many gatherings, from trip planning to getting 
there first to save enough campsites for everyone, not to mention our own taxi service from the airport to 
the camp and back. He was always the first to rise and get the day going and usually the first back to the 
car for a beer! 🙂

2. Alice Hodgdon says: 
October 15, 2019 at 7:22 pm 

Nobody I would have rather had belay me. Period.

Learning to Drive
From Jennifer Hodgdon
Posted on October 14, 2019
Tags: Stories, Teaching

When I was about 8 or 10 years old, Mom and Dad (Betsy and Alan) got some bikes from another family in Palouse WA 
(where we lived at the time) and spray-painted them in primary colors, and voila! We had bikes for the first time. So, we 
had to learn to ride. I decided I was too old for training wheels, so Dad held on to the rack on the back of my bright-red 
bike, promised he wouldn’t let go, and we set off down the road. Pretty soon I looked back and realized he had broken his 
promise, as I had gotten going too fast — and thus, I learned to ride a bike.

When I was between 15 and 16 I got my learner’s permit for driving. All of our cars were stick shifts, so Dad drove the 
VW Bug up to the WSU colosseum and spent at least an hour trying to teach me how to use the clutch. A few days later, 
we repeated this exercise with the Toyota Corona, and at the end, Dad was brave enough to let me take it out on the city 
streets. I remember at least one corner where I shifted up instead of down to take the corner, and squealed around, but Dad
kept his cool, and later took me down to the Almota road so I could practice curves.

That winter, Dad decided I needed to learn to drive in the snow one day when Alice, Dad, and I were going cross-country 
skiing at Freezeout Mountain. He must have told me at the beginning that I needed to drive a little slower than normal in 
snow, but he mostly just sat there and said nothing. At one point, I took a corner too fast and ended up in the ditch — 
scaring Alice and me quite a bit, but Dad just laughed, said he had seen that one coming, and that at least I had learned 
what not to do! Within a few minutes a 4×4 came by and towed us out, and we were on our way.

I never took one of his climbing classes at the Alpine Club, or the genetics/botany classes he taught as a grad student, but I
can definitely attest that he was a patient and effective teacher!



Skiing in the Rain
From Alice Hodgdon
Posted on October 15, 2019
Tags: Cross-Country Skiing, Stories

I think many of us have memories of my Dad full of activities, enthusiasm and drive. He was not one to sit around. One 
November he had come over to Bend to spend Thanksgiving with the family. We had enough snow in the mountains for a 
nordic ski but the forecast called for rain. One look around and it was obvious to me that neither Jennifer Zach, Gwen nor 
Paul had any interest in driving 45 minutes for a cold, wet, miserable ski. Dad however!!! So we got ready, hopped in the 
car and within an hour were out skiing at Mt Bachelor’s Nordic Center. It was cold. It was wet but we had a great time. I 
think we saw a couple other nut cases out there who were likely Olympic hopefuls or some such thing. What Al may have 
lacked in athletic abilities he made up for in never ending enthusiasm. 

Memories from Nancy
From Nancy Mack
Posted on October 15, 2019
Tags: Cross-Country Skiing, Stories

I knew Al through Gwen, although my ecologist husband, Dick Mack, recalls that Alan took courses with Dick years ago.

One winter, I joined Gwen and another friend, Diane, for cross-country skiing at Palouse Divide. While I was slowly and 
tediously skiing through the narrow routes, Al came whizzing past me unexpectedly. Gosh, I thought, he was a good skier 
– no fear, lots of strength, and joyful in the sport.

In general, Al was a quiet guy, but when he made a comment, it was typically a strong opinion, something practical, or a 
curt reply to a question. Not knowing Al well, he struck me as smart, independent, athletic and a bit quirky in a good way. 
I was very sorry to learn of his sudden downturn and demise. I know he was a great companion to Gwen.

A Climbing Tale from the Crypt
From Paul Carew, Alice’s partner
Posted on October 15, 2019
Tags: Climbing, Stories

One of my favorite memories of climbing with Al & Alice was in New York’s beautiful Keene Valley in the Adirondacks, 
a place appropriately named … “The Beer Walls”, with names of climbs such as Rockaholic, Detoxification and Al’s 
favorite, Pat’s Blue Ribbon — unfortunately, that one had a 5.12a difficulty rating, but Al was ok with that, he had his 
PBRs back at the car for later anyway.

The day started out as most climbing days do, pouring over route descriptions and deciding who’s up for what and who’s 
gonna lead it. So, we finally agreed on a pretty classic 5.7 route and I would be leading. Sure, no problem I thought to 
myself, piece of cake right? Well, as it so happened, on the first pitch I missed the obvious (except to me) straight up the 
middle route and detoured along a ledge to my right, which lead me to a scruffy looking, dirty, brushy corner dihedral, 
which looked hard! Determined as usual, thinking “hey, it’s only a 5.7!”. So I started my accent up, struggling past a 
gigantic spider’s web and then past an old abandoned Ravens nest. It was at this point that I finally admitted to myself I 
was not on the true route and was somewhere no climber had ever been before. Shoot! Oh well, no turning back now I 
thought, so on I went, grunting and groaning, wondering all the while if this might lead to something I couldn’t finish, a 



scary thought on lead! With the last few pieces of gear left on my harness, I managed to get to the top and quickly set up a
belay and yelled “off belay!”. Well, about this time all I could think of was “Al is not going to be a happy climber when he
sees where I’d taken them”. As I listened to him grunting and groaning up the climb, I just knew I was gonna hear it big 
time, like, WHAT THE _ _ _ _ … !!! Finally, as his head popped up from below me, we just looked at one another for a 
second or two and he said in a very calm voice “Sometimes, you just need to be a climber!” and smiled. That, from a man,
who obviously had seen it all. Oh ya, Alice made it up, making it sound easy as usual and said “that was interesting”, with
a dirty face grin.

Happy Halloween! 🙂

 

The Old Mountain Goat
From Jim Crosslin
Posted on October 16, 2019
Tags: Climbing, Photos, Stories

For nearly 30 years Al and I went up lots of rocks and mountains. Red Rocks, NV, was his favorite rock climbing 
destination and Al introduced me to the climbing there in the mid-‘90s, I think it was. Many of our trips down there 
included his daughters Jennifer and Alice and of course Gwen. I remember his ubiquitous white tee shirt and some of the 
uncounted cases of PBR that we, with help from several others, disposed of over the decades. I also remember on the big 
mountain trips (Adams, Hood, Challenger, Baker, Granite Peak etc.) that Al was always stronger, faster, and tougher than 
me even though he was ten years my senior. Aggravating! On our last climb together, at Red Rocks, I injured my hand and
Al had to build an anchor and lower me to the ground. Health issues began to plague both of us shortly after that and I was
not very good at keeping in touch, I’m sorry to say. I’ve known lots in people in my lifetime but Al was one of a very few 
whose decisions regarding my welfare and safety I would trust with my life. Climb on old buddy, you’re on belay.



Red Rocks, Nevada, April 2013



Red Rocks, April 2013



 

Alan, Alice, and Jim at Red Rocks, April 2013



 Red Rocks, October 2009



Granite Peak, 2008



Mt. Hood, 2008



Red Rocks, 2006 

 

One thought on “The Old Mountain Goat” 
1. Alice Hodgdon says: 

October 24, 2019 at 7:44 pm 

Wonderful memories, Jim. Thank you!

The Best Christmas Ever
From Jennifer Hodgdon
Posted on October 17, 2019
Tags: Stories

During the years when I was living in Seattle, I normally came over to Pullman during the Christmas season to see Mom 
and Dad — which usually meant a lot of cross-country skiing. But one of those years, I think in the late ’90s, there wasn’t 
snow anywhere in the state, so instead, Dad and I decided to go backpacking in the Ozette area of Olympic National Park. 



It seemed like a good way to be outside together… When Alice and I were kids, our family took a lot of backpacking trips
there, and it’s still one of my favorite places — beautiful coastal scenery, crashing waves, and rain forest. Several of those 
childhood trips were taken at Thanksgiving — the temperatures are moderate all year round, and the trails through the rain
forest to the coast are covered in boardwalks to avoid the mud.

The weather forecast called for rain, but that’s normal out there, so we made sure to pack our rain gear. Dad drove over to 
Seattle, and on Christmas Eve we set off in his car for the four-hour drive to the Ozette trailhead in the usual drizzle that 
falls in Seattle in December. After the ferry crossing, the rain increased, and by the time we were on the Ozette Lake road, 
we were barely able to see due to the downpour. We started asking each other whether we were insane (a stupid question: 
of course we were!) and whether we should think about turning back. But then Dad hit a flooded area on the road, lost 
control of the car, and ended up with the front end of the car nose down in a water-filled ditch. Water started pouring into 
the car by our feet — we were not in danger of drowning, as our heads were well above the water level — but we quickly 
got out of the car, soaking wet from the waist down. Of course, once we got outside, pretty soon we were wet from head 
to toe due to the rain.

We knew there was no way we were going to get the car out of that ditch, and we doubted it would run anyway, as the 
engine was under water. Luckily, we had passed a house a short time back, so we walked there, thinking about how far it 
was to the nearest town that might have a tow truck… especially on Christmas Eve. We sheepishly knocked on the door 
(interrupting a family Christmas Eve gathering), told them what had happened, and asked to use their phone (this was 
before the era of cell phones). They told us there wasn’t any way a tow truck would come get us that day, but no worries! 
They would come tow us out.

And so they did! They used a winch to get us out of the ditch, after which they towed the car to their barn. Not only that, 
they knew what to do to get a drowned car moving — they … OK, I’m not a car mechanic! They did something that made
the water that was in the engine spout out of the cylinders, and a few other things that got the car running — all of which 
took a few hours. Meanwhile, they called the county sheriff to put a warning sign out on the road, warmed us up, gave us 
snacks and hot cider, invited us to join in their family gathering (complete with singing), and waved off all of our 
apologies about interrupting their Christmas celebration — they said they were true Christians, and they were honored to 
celebrate the spirit of Christmas by helping us out.

We eventually got on our way, drove back to Seattle that night, dried out, and had Christmas dinner the next day in my 
condo (we also sent the people that helped us out a small gift and a card the next day). For years, Dad and I agreed that it 
was the best Christmas ever. (Dad’s car, however, was never quite the same — it suffered from persistent electrical 
problems and occasional musty smells, although it did run and he kept it for quite a few years after that.)

3 thoughts on “The Best Christmas Ever” 
1. Carla Wesson says: 

October 25, 2019 at 10:05 am

I love this story!

2. David Hampson says: 
November 1, 2019 at 11:51 pm

I remember your dad telling that story quite a bit.

3. John Hennessy says: 
February 24, 2020 at 9:26 am

Great Story Jennifer. I can see why it was the best Christmas ever and oft repeated by Al.



Neil Public Library and Alan
From Dan Owens, Adult Services Librarian
Posted on October 18, 2019
Tags: Stories

Alan was almost always one of the first people to come in the library each morning, usually arriving precisely when the 
library opened. From my office, I would see a gray beard, ball cap, sunglasses, and windbreaker, and I would think “well, 
I hope another staff member unlocked the doors.” And if it was the right time of year, “I wonder if the Red Sox won 
yesterday?” And all year long: “I wonder what outdoors thing this guy twice my age accomplished yesterday and will tell 
me about today?”

I moved to Pullman in 2015 after working and living in Indiana, Nebraska, Baltimore, Washington DC, and Seattle. I was 
entirely new to Pullman, and didn’t know anyone. Alan was quiet, but certainly one of the first library patrons I said 
“hello” to on a regular basis. One day we began talking baseball and after that, we chatted nearly every time he came in. 
Alan helped make Pullman a home for me, and I will always be grateful, even if he never quite acknowledged (to me) the 
absurdity of rooting for a team with a designated hitter. And while I like to think I would have discovered the best local 
trails without Alan’s guidance, it certainly happened much quicker as a result of his occasional tips.

In 2017, feeling at home in Pullman, I bought a house, one in dire need of painting. Not long after that I suddenly realized 
Alan and I lived only a few blocks apart and I really liked the shade of green Alan and Gwen had chosen for their home. 
So I asked Alan if he knew the specific color. He snorted “Of course not! But I bet Gwen does.” And they brought not one 
but two sample color cards. So I also have Alan and Gwen to thank for the color of my house, which I enjoy very much, 
though it still looks better on their place.



Photos from Dave S.
From Dave Smestad
Posted on October 19, 2019
Tags: Canoeing, Photos 

Alan and Gwen, Canoeing at Bonnie Lake, south of Cheney, WA, May 2018



 

Alan and Gwen at Bonnie Lake, May 2019



Alan at Bonnie Lake, May 2018



Alan and Gwen at Bonnie Lake, May 2018 



Sailing at Bayville
From Alina Blakesley of Bayville, Maine
Posted on October 19, 2019
Tags: Photos, Sailing, Stories 

I met Alan and Gwen on the Bayville dock 2 years ago. I discovered with delight that Alan loved to sail so I invited Alan 
and Gwen to sail me in my 16 foot day sailor around Liniken Bay. I soon discovered that he was an experienced sailor and
instantly knew how to handle the boat. He talked about his time in Bayville when he raced in local Boothbay Harbor boat 
races and was always beaten by Smoky Stover. On one occasion I asked Alan if he could help me sail with the spinnaker. 
He immediately went in action hoisting it up only to find we had the wrong pole. The following day we tried again this 
time with the correct pole and it went up beautifully. Gwen was holding the tiller and shouted “look over here!,” we 
looked to find two dolphins following our boat. It was magical. I so enjoyed watching his face that was full of joy being 
on the water. We worked well as a team and through his skill we managed to sail out of the Bay to Burnt Island. He made 
a cardboard box for me to fold the spinnaker to avoided getting tangled up. I was so looking forward to his visit to 
Bayville and enjoying more sailing, but alas it was not meant to be. But I will always remember our special times 
together, the drinks on the porch, the chats on the dock, the dinner out together at the Bistro in Boothbay Harbor. Thank 
you Alan for bringing me such joy in sailing with you and Gwen. Whenever I am on Liniken Bay either on the dock on in 
my boat, I shall always think of you. As I set sail I will think of you and your courage and your ability to face challenges 
and still keep going to the top.



Bayville, Maine dock area at low tide



 Linekin Bay, Bayville, Maine



 Alina and Alan sailing 

I end with a simple prayer for the family

Infinite Spirit, now that Gwen is back home in Pullman may her life be open to new directions. May she be at peace in her
grieving and may she find new opportunities to bring her joy especially outdoor experiences in nature. Bless Jennifer and 
Alice as they release their dad to spirit. May his memory linger on and inspire them to live life to the fullest. So be it, it is 
so. Amen

One thought on “Sailing at Bayville” 
1. Carla Wesson says: 

October 25, 2019 at 10:10 am 

Thank you for this beautiful prayer. It brought me to tears.



PBR at the PPP
From Alice Hodgdon
Posted on October 24, 2019
Tags: Stories

One fun activity that Dad liked to participate in was the Pole Pedal Paddle. It is an annual multi-sport event/race held in 
Bend Oregon. We had many memorable times (such as the time Al got lost on the running leg, ran much farther than he 
had to, came in from the opposite direction and yet his team of old farts still beat my team of youngsters quite handily), 
but I think my favorite was several years ago.

I was on running duty staggering along on a hot May afternoon towards the beginning of the five mile leg. I spotted a 
cooler on the side of the road with a sign on it. “Free Beer”. I stopped, opened it up and low and behold it was full of 
PBR. Now those of you who know anything about Al realize that there was nothing he liked more than a cold PBR on a 
hot day. Well. Let’s face it. Any day!! He was waiting for me at the run/canoe exchange so I took one out of the cooler and
promptly dropped it! Not wanting to waste a highly esteemed PBR, I picked it up and put it in my pocket. Of course it had
a small hole that leaked into my shorts and down my leg for four miles. I can only imagine what all those runners who 
sailed by me were thinking … I took it out as I approached the run/canoe exchange and there was Al waiting to be tagged. 
I handed him the PBR and once I explained why it was only half full, he didn’t hesitate, chugged it down, ran the canoe to
the river and proceeded to paddle away breaking all the rules in the process. 



Climbing with Al

From Carla Wesson
Posted on October 25, 2019
Tags: Audio, Climbing, Photos

Link to an audio file from Carla Wesson: Memories of Climbing

 

Al in Yosemite on Royal Arches climb

https://jhodgdon.com/sites/default/files/dad/wesson.mp3


 Al in Yosemite after climbing Royal Arches  



Memories from Steve
From Steve Smith
Posted on October 27, 2019
Tags: Alpine Club, Climbing, Photos, Stories 

I met Al through the WSU Alpine Club, where I met many of the best people I have known in my life.

We went on many climbing trips together over the years, including teaching classes for the club, personal adventures out 
to Vantage, Tieton, Post Falls, and other nearby venues. We did some alpine climbing up in the North Cascades, including 
a very memorable ascent of North Early Winter Spire, which was the only one of the Early Winter Spires which Al had 
apparently not climbed before. We also attempted Mt Triumph (but had bad weather on our summit day) and Black Peak 
as well.

I seem to recall Al reflecting on many of those trips we did together, something along the lines of “well, the climbing was 
pretty good….much better than the company!!!”

More than the climbing, though, I always will remember Al’s sense of humor which has been well documented in other 
people’s posts here already.

My wife Tamara Walker hosted Al’s 60th Birthday party at her house in Pullman, WA and here is a photo which I believe 
is almost certainly from that event. Note the “no eggs” (pronounced ee-gess) by Al, who hated eggs almost as much as he 
hated asparagus (as-pa-ree-gess).

Al’s 60th birthday party



Photos from Dave H
From Dave Hampson
Posted on November 2, 2019
Tags: Climbing, Hiking, Photos 

Al & Gwen



 Al



Al, Gwen, & Dave



Al at Chimney Peak



Al & Alice at the top of Geronimo, Red Rock Basin, Nevada. Al once said to Dave that the thing that scared him 
the most was watching his kids lead climb.



 Al and Alice at Moderate Mecca, Red Rock Basin, Nevada  



 

Hodgdons on Cookie Monster, Red Rock Basin, Nevada



Canoeing and Mud on the Green River
From Sue Seyl and Maryann McCormick, old Portland friends of Gwen
Posted on November 3, 2019
Tags: Canoeing, Photos

We had the wonderful experience of getting to know Al on two occasions – once in Pullman during ski season over 10 
years ago, and in 2016, on a Green River canoe trip. As you will see, that was the year of mud.

Canoeing on the Green River, Utah, 2016



Muddy landing on the Green River, Utah, 2016



 Al in a dry spot, Green River, Utah, 2016



 Green River, Utah, 2016



 Green River, Utah, 2016



 After the Green River Trip, 2016 



Al’s Climbing Photos
From Jennifer Hodgdon
Posted on November 4 and 25, 2019
Tags: Alpine Club, Climbing, Photos 

I once threatened to write a research paper about the “Alan Hodgdon Revolutionary Slide Organization System”… I never
actually wrote the paper, but I’m sure it would have been worth at least a B+ in a library science class (not that I ever took
such a class). But seriously, … My dad (Alan) liked to take pictures, and he never adopted digital — he mostly took 
slides. He organized them into about 40 3-ring binders, each with maybe 30 pages of 20 slides: first by subject (with a 
numeric code: 1=Climbing, 2=Family, etc.), then alphabetically by the first letter of the place (A for Adams, H for Hood, 
R for Rainier, etc.), and then chronologically. Each slide had a code number on it, such as 1G17-3, meaning it was the 3rd 
slide on the 17th page of the G book of category 1 (climbing). Also, he wrote on every slide some notes about who, what, 
when, and where. So… although there are … let’s see, maybe 24,000 slides? — at least you can tell what they are, and 
where to put them back after you look at them!

Last week Gwen brought up 9 of the climbing binders (1-A through the first binder of 1-R), and I picked out some photos,
mostly showing people I recognized, mostly with great scenery. I took them down to the library today and used their film 
scanner to digitize them, and here they are! The captions are basically what Dad wrote on the slides (if I could read them; 
I also filled in a couple of details here and there), and I’ve included Dad’s slide index number (why not?). If you have any 
corrections or additions (names etc.), let me know (email or add a comment). [On the web site, I made a second post with 
photos from R-Z from Dad’s climbing photo notebooks; in this archive, I merged the two posts together into one section.]

I hope you enjoy these pictures! They reminded me of a few things that I knew about my dad: (a) He had a true passion 
for climbing. (b) He would climb with pretty much anyone once; if he climbed with you a second time, it meant that he 
really liked and trusted you. (c) He liked both rock climbing and mountaineering. (c) Reasons for climbing: mountains are
beautiful, sunrises are spectacular, it involves hanging out with great people, and “Not because it is easy, but because it is 
hard” (JFK) (sense of accomplishment and endorphins). 

I’ve arranged the photos chronologically.



Kootzman Rock, near Yakima, Bill Herman, June 1971 (1K1-5)



 Lunch break on Wilson Cleaver, Mount Rainier, July 1971 (1R1-3)



Near Doys Head, Mt. St. Helens, WSU Alpine Club, April 1973 (1S1-4) [See also 1989 photo of St. Helens 
below!]



Summit, Glacier Peak, Pat Redrup, October 1974 (1G3-6)



 Mt. Hood, South Side, Tom Vogelman, March 1975 (1H4-13)



 

East side of Nisqually Glacier, Kautz climb, Mount Rainier, S. Williams, K. Kardong, Howard Hosick, June 
1978 (1R6-5)



“La Cosita Left”, Yosemite, California, Phil Boyer, April 1981 (1Y3-4)



 Three Musketeers Ridge, Enchantments, Scott Cornelius, June 1981 (1E5-15)



South Ridge of Pingora, Wind Rivers, Wyoming, Tom Vogelman, August 1981 (1W16-5)



 Sunset Ridge Route, Mount Rainier, Second Day, Dave Kimes, October 1981 (1R9-5)



 Approaching Curtis Ridge, Mount Rainier, Mick Holt & Phil Boyer, January 1983 (1R10-8)



 

Crossing Ipsut Creek, Curtis Ridge attempt, Mount Rainier, Phil Boyer, January 1983 
(1R10-18)



Moraine west of Mt. Sir Donald, Dave Kimes, August 1983 (1S6-10)



Summit of Grand Teton, Alan Hodgdon and R. Knockenmuss, August 1983 (1T2-16)



 North Side Mt. Hood, Rich Alldredge, August 1984 (1H11-11)



East from Mt. Shuksan, Alan Hodgdon, August 1986 (1S13-5)



Sulfide Glacier, Mt. Shuksan, Jennifer Hodgdon & Melissa Swan, August 1986 (1S13-12)



 Mount Olympus, near peak, Jennifer Hodgdon, August 1987 (1O2-17)



 Near Meany Crest, Mt. Rainier, Dave Eder, June 1988 (1R20-6)



 “Working Overtime”, Joshua Tree, John Crock, December 1988 (1J4-6)



Mescalito Wall, Red Rocks, Nevada, Glen Cambron, March 1989 (1R25-19)



Mt. St. Helens, WSU Alpine Club, October 1989 (1S22-1) [See also 1973 photo of St. Helens above!]



“Lazy Buttress”, Red Rocks, Nevada, Horst Lück, March 1990 (1R34-13)



“Come Again”, Red Rocks, Nevada, Glen Cambron, March 1990 (1R35-19)



“Nutcracker”, Yosemite, California, J. Stock, Craig Neill, June 1990 (1Y9-10)



 Hike down from Mount Winchell, the Palisades, Craig Neill, June 1991 (1P14-14)



Top of “Finger of Fate”, Sawtooth Mountains, Bob Mosley, September 1992 (1S29-2)



 “Bear’s Reach”, Lovers Leap, Bob Tattershall, September 1993 (1L13-17)



 “Deception”, Lovers Leap, Dave Eder, September 1993 (1L13-20)



On Eagle Cap, Wallowas, Oregon, Rich Alldredge, October 1995 (1W40-17)



“Solar Slab”, Red Rocks, Nevada, Gwen Pentecost, April 1997 (1R53-3)



Summit of South Sister, Oregon, Jim Crosslin, July 1997 (1S43-15)



“Cat in the Hat”, Red Rocks, Nevada, Alice Hodgdon, November 1997 (1R55-20)



“Frog Land” crux, Red Rocks, Nevada, Dave Wood, March 1998 (1R59-15)



 Top of 4th Spire, Needles, South Dakota, Phil Boyer, July 1998 (1N2-8)



“Solar Slab” descent, Red Rocks, Nevada, Jennifer Hodgdon, November 1998 (1R64-1)



“Lotta Balls Wall” first pitch, Red Rocks, Nevada, Tom Heisse, March 1999 (1R67-5)



North from Eolus, San Juans, Colorado, Alice Hodgdon, June 1999 (1S52-7)



 

Top of Old Snowy, Goat Rocks, Gwen Pentecost, August 1999 (1G12-20)



 Dorado Glacier, Jim Crosslin, September 1999 (1E11-15)



Mt. Daniel, Ruth, Jennifer Hodgdon, Eric, September 1999 (1D5-10)



 “Pop Bottle”, Lovers Leap, Mark McNab, October 1999 (1L15-6)



South Ridge of North Sister, Oregon, Gwen Pentecost, June 2000 (1S57-3)



“Shady Ladies”, Ice Box Canyon, Red Rocks, Nevada, Jennifer Hodgdon, April 2001 (1R75-
13)



 

Meade Glacier, Curtis Gilbert, Jennifer Hodgdon and Gwen Pentecost, June 2001 (1G17-3)



Top of “Olive Oil”, Red Rocks, Nevada, Alice and Alan Hodgdon, April 2002 (1R80-16)



Pitch 3 of “Solar Slab”, Red Rocks, Nevada, Bob Tattershall, April 2002 (1R82-10)



Red Rocks, Nevada, Dave Hampson, April 2003 (1R84-17)



 Hoodo Peak, Gwen Pentecost, August 2003 (1H25-10)



NW Face of South Early Winter Spire, N. Cascades, Washington, Alice Hodgdon, September
2003 (1W46-1)



 Ingles Peak, South Face, Dave Wood, August 2004 (1I1-3)



Sulfide Glacier, Mt. Shuksan, Zach Carter & Gwen Pentecost, August 2004 (1S66-19)



 Noonmark Mountain, Adirondacks, Alice Hodgdon, September 2004 (1A23-12)



“Disneyland”?, Shawangunks, New York, Alice Hodgdon, September 2004 (1S67-14)



“Black Dagger”, Red Rocks, Nevada, Glen Cambron, April 2006 (1R95-13)



 Lassen Peak, Gwen Pentecost, October 2006 (1L17-1)



“Geronimo” last pitch, Red Rocks, Nevada, Jim Crosslin, November 2006 (1R97-7)



 “Station 13”, Needles, Alice Hodgdon, September 2007 (1N3-18) 



“7 Virgins and a Mule”, Vantage, Washington, Gwen Pentecost, April 2008 (1V3-3) 



3 thoughts on “Al’s Photos: Climbing A-R”
(These are from the post that had only photos the first half of the climbing photo notebooks. For this archive, I merged 
that with the second post of photos.)

1. Diane Cornelius says: 
November 7, 2019 at 3:21 pm 

Wow, Jennifer – Thanks for posting these photos, and doing all that work to digitize them! I never knew Alan was 
such a good librarian – he left us great memories! Diane.

2. marilyn beckett says: 
November 19, 2019 at 6:08 pm 

It’s through you, Diane, I met Al then Gwen after many of their adventures. It was amazing to me to see so many 
familiar faces! Al knew slides produced the best resolution, as evidenced by these shots. Such wonderful 
memories Jennifer has shared. Thank you!

3. Jennifer says: 
November 20, 2019 at 7:38 am 

I’m already selecting slides for the next batch (Climbing R-Z)! Hopefully I’ll make a post next week.



Overseas Travel with Dad
From Jennifer Hodgdon
Posted on November 4, 2019
Tags: Alpine Club, Climbing, Photos, Stories, Travel
 
Some of my best memories of Dad (besides climbing) are of the overseas trips we took — lots of adventures!

Ecuador, 1989-90
The first overseas trip we took together was in December-January of 1989-90. I had come to Pullman the summer before 
to see Mom and Dad, and Dad told me he was going to take his second trip to Ecuador to do some climbing with some 
folks from the WSU Alpine Club. He said I should definitely come, but I should definitely learn some Spanish before the 
trip. So, I went back to Cornell, enrolled pass-fail in Spanish 101, and bought a plane ticket.

I arrived in Quito, Ecuador, a few days before Christmas, at which point I could speak Spanish OK, but only in the present
tense (which worked out OK, although I felt pretty stupid most of the time!). Quito is at about 9300 feet above sea level, 
and after Dad picked me up at the airport and took me by taxi to the Hotel Gran Casino 2, he asked if I was feeling OK, 
due to the elevation. I said I felt fine, and he challenged me to run up the steps to the hotel — oops, not so fine!

The next day we took a bus up to Otavalo, where we joined the group and spent a few days seeing the sites, meeting a 
local weaving cooperative, and hiking to acclimatize to the elevation.

Alan, Phil Boyer, and John Crock in Otavalo, Ecuador, December 1989



 

Alan, of course finding a place to climb, on Fuya Fuya, near Otavalo, Ecuador, December 
1989 



After a failed attempt on one of the highest peaks in Ecuador, I parted with the group and went hiking for a few days 
down in southern Ecuador, in Las Cahas National Park, which was beautiful. Then I met up with Dad again for a 
successful climb of Mt. Tungurahua, which at the time was 5018 meters and the 10th highest mountain in Ecuador (it has 
since erupted and grown a little bigger) — it is still the highest peak I have climbed. Then Dad insisted that I go out to the 
Galapagos Islands (he was right — it was amazing!), after which I flew home.

El Salvador & Nicaragua, 2000
Our next overseas trip together was in 2000. I had decided to spend a few months doing volunteer work in San Salvador, 
El Salvador, starting in January. Dad flew down for two weeks at the end of March, and we spent a week in El Salvador 
and a week in Nicaragua. El Salvador was intense and interesting; we visited a few natural areas and several sites with 
connections to the 1980s civil war. Nicaragua was much more laid back, and we mostly visited natural areas there.

Alan on Volcan Santa Ana, El Salvador, with Volcan Izalco and Cerro Verde in the background, March 2000 



Nicaragua, 2006
We both really liked Nicaragua, so in February/March of 2006, we decided to go back for about 8 weeks; Gwen joined us 
for the last 2 weeks. Here are some photos from that trip.

Cerro Negro, Nicaragua, February 2006 — we climbed up and glissaded down the cinder cone, with a group 
called “Quetzal Treckers”. Another day we took a hike by full moon with the same group up Volcan Telica, 
where we could lie down at the edge of the crater and look wayyyy down to see lava glowing.



Alan actually rode a horse (he hated horses!) in the Miraflor Reserve one day. Nicaragua, February 2006



 

After Gwen joined us, we visited the Rio Papaturro area in southern Nicaragua, and went
on a walking canopy tour through the rain forest on shaky suspension bridges. March, 
2006 



Russia, Mongolia, and China 2008
Our last overseas trip together was in 2008. I had seen a presentation from a group called “The Great Baikal Trail” — they
were trying to build a trail around Lake Baikal in Siberia, one of the largest lakes in the world, with an international 
volunteer crew. I decided to join up, and convinced Dad to come.

Lake Baikal is pretty much in the center of Russia, and we had to figure out how to get there… I thought it might be fun to
take the Trans-Siberian Railway, so we booked plane tickets to Vladivostok (on the east coast of Russia), and flew over in 
late August of 2008. Our return flight was from Beijing, so our itinerary was: Vladivostok, train across to Ulan Ude with a
stop in Khabarovsk, trail work for 2 weeks, train to Irkutsk; train to Mongolia and spend some time there, train to China 
and end up in Beijing at the end of September. As it turned out, the whole trip was amazing — except (ironically!) for the 
trail work part, which was pretty awful (terrible food, horrible insects). Here are a few photos.

Alan in Khabarovsk, Russian far east, August 2008



 

Third-class rail car from Khabarovsk, 3 days to Ulan Ude, August 2008. It was pretty much a giant 
Russian slumber party.



They had the stops on the railway timed to the minute. At most of them, local people would be out selling food, 
and we quickly learned to get off the train and pick up things like boiled potatoes and fresh tomatoes for our 
journey. (Somewhere in Siberia, August 2008)



 

 

Every city we visited in Russia had a statue of Lenin, which was usually in the central square. Ulan-Ude’s was 
unique though, as it was only a giant head. Alan is sitting on the steps; note the wedding party on the other 
side. August 2008



 

These were the two very uncomfortable vehicles our trail crew drove in, for 2 full days (!), to reach the work 
site. Every chance we got, we got out of the vehicles to stretch our legs. It was a spectacular place, but we 
were very tired when we finally arrived at the camp. Alan and I ended up parting with the trail crew a bit 
before the end, and took different transportation back to Ulan Ude. August, 2008



One thing that impressed me about Siberia was that nearly every house had pretty painted shutters. Here’s Alan
in front of one house near Irkutsk, September 2008



 

In Mongolia, we went out to the area of Terelj, stayed in a yurt, and hiked around for a few days. September, 
2008



 

Near Datong China, we took a day-long group tour to visit the Hanging Temple (suspended off a cliff, with 
Alan at the entrance) in the morning, and a place with literally thousands of images of Buddha carved into a 
sandstone cliff in the afternoon. That cave is apparently not even the most spectacular example of a Buddha 
Cave in China, but I thought it was impressive! September, 2008



 Alan on the wall around the Ming-dynasty city of Pingyao, China, September 2008



 

What trip to China would be complete without a visit to the Great Wall? We opted for a day trip arranged by 
our guest house, without a guide, where we took a taxi out from Beijing, a gondola up to the wall, and a really
fun metal slide on the way down, thus saving our energy for walking for several hours on the wall itself rather 
than taking the stairs to get to/from. September, 2008 

One thought on “Overseas Travel with Dad” 
1. John Hennessy says: 

February 24, 2020 at 9:27 am 

What a great memory for you both



Video of Alan Climbing
From Craig Whitney
Posted on November 10, 2019
Tags: Climbing, Video

Li  nk to a video of   Alan Climbing at Granite Point in 1990  

A Moment of Connection
From Alice Hodgdon
Posted on December 17, 2019
Tags: Stories 

Out of all the memories with Dad: the rock climbs, the ski trips, canoeing, camping, backpacking… one that stands out to 
me is just a moment, a connection between two people seemingly so very different. This event was at least a decade ago 
and the first of many times I saw my Dad advocate for his fellow man in an effort to protect and defend those in need. In a
Vegas parking lot, we were heading into a restaurant and Al spotted someone hanging out on the side of the parking lot 
who appeared down on his luck. I paused watching while Dad walked over to this man, looked him in the eyes and 
handed him some money. It was meaningful I think, in equal parts to all of us. Just one moment in time can say so much 
about a person who is on their path to the human side of being.

Alan’s Aviation Career
From Glen Cochran
Posted on May 18, 2022
Tags: Stories 

The definition of running is to be airborne. In walking races there are judges who determine that one foot is always on the 
ground.

Alan ran 40000 miles in his life, a fair amount of those with me. Really world class runners are airborne up to 60 percent 
of the time. Old men like me, you need feeler gauges to determine any lift off. I guess Alan was at around 35 percent air 
time over his career. That would mean he was airborne for 14000 miles. At 7 mph that would mean he spent 2000 hrs 
airborne.

I am grateful to have spent some of that airtime with my old friend.

https://jhodgdon.com/sites/default/files/dad/Alan-Climbing-at-Granite-Point-1990.m4v
https://jhodgdon.com/sites/default/files/dad/Alan-Climbing-at-Granite-Point-1990.m4v
https://jhodgdon.com/sites/default/files/dad/Alan-Climbing-at-Granite-Point-1990.m4v

